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Ion channel stabilityHydrophobic mismatch which is deﬁned as the difference between the lipid hydrophobic thickness and the
peptide hydrophobic length is known to be responsible in altering the lipid/protein dynamics. Gramicidin A
(gA), a 15 residue β helical peptide which is well recognized to form ion conducting channels in lipid bilayer,
may change its structure and function in a hydrophobic mismatched condition. We have performed molecular
dynamics simulations of gA dimer in phospholipid bilayers to investigate whether or not the conversion from
channel to non-channel form of gA dimer would occur under extreme negative hydrophobic mismatch. By
varying the length of lipid bilayers from DLPC (1, 2-Dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) to DAPC
(1, 2-Diarachidoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine), a broad range of mismatch was considered from nearly
matching to extremely negative. Our simulations revealed that though the ion-channel conformation is retained
by gA under a lesser mismatched situation, in extremely negative mismatched situation, in addition to bilayer
thinning, the conformation of gA is changed and converted to a non-channel one. Our results demonstrate that
although the channel conformation of Gramicidin A is the most stable structure, it is possible for gA to change
its conformation from channel to non-channel depending upon the local environment of host bilayers.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Membrane protein interaction study has been the focal area in cell
research for a long time. The way proteins interact with the membrane
in which it is embedded may affect the structural and functional
properties of both the proteins and the membrane lipids [1]. One key
factor that inﬂuences such interaction is hydrophobic mismatch [2]
which is deﬁned as the difference between the hydrophobic length of
the transmembrane segment of the protein and the hydrophobic
width of the lipid bilayer [3]. Depending upon the extent, hydrophobic
mismatch can cause a number of responses in the membrane/protein
system, involving local bilayer thinning in case of negative mismatch
(i.e. peptide hydrophobic length is smaller than that of the lipid bilayer),
local bilayer stretching in case of positive mismatch (when peptide
hydrophobic length is larger than that of the lipid bilayer) [3], lipid
sorting in mixed lipid bilayers [4], peptide unwinding, peptide tilting,
peptide aggregation [5], etc. Hydrophobic mismatch becomes more
relevant speciﬁcally for ion channels like gramicidin where the channel
activity is directly related to the conformation of the protein in the
bilayer.y), chaitalicu@yahoo.com,
ights reserved.The linear gramicidins, a family of linear pentadecapeptide
antibiotics, form cation selective channels in model membranes [6].
Gramicidin can increase the permeability of various membranes to
monovalent cationswhich seems to be responsible for their antibacterial
activity [7,8]. Due to its relatively small size and easy availability, it serves
as an excellent model for transmembrane channels [9]. The unique
sequence of gramicidin of alternating D and L amino acids makes it
sharply different from other proteins, most of which are exclusively
composed of L amino acids [9–11]. The natural mixture of gramicidin
comprises predominantly Gramicidin A (85%) [7] which is one of the
most hydrophobic sequences known [12]. The unique sequence of
gramicidin helps it to adopt a wide range of conformations depending
upon the local environment among which two main motifs are
identiﬁed: 1) the single stranded head to head β6.3 helix (channel
form) [13] and 2) the double stranded intertwined helix (collectively
known as the non-channel form) [14]. Although the channel form is
the thermodynamically preferred conformation [15,16], the non-
channel forms have also been shown to exist in membranes with
polyunsaturated acyl tail or with large acyl chain length [16–19]. The
channel activity of gramicidin has been shown to reduce in membranes
with increased thickness [20]. Experimental evidence also suggests that
under extreme hydrophobic mismatch the channel conformer of
Gramicidin A ultimately converts to non-channel forms [19].
A recent work by Allen and de Jesus. listed the determinants of
hydrophobic mismatch responses for transmembrane helices containing
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response in positivemismatch and in negativemismatch it is local bilayer
thinning. They have also shown that with the increase in the number of
anchoring tryptophan residues, thinning increases in negative mismatch
as there are more residues to prefer the membrane interfacial region.
Another recent work on hydrophobic mismatch suggested that helices
adopt mainly via changing their tilt angle in positive mismatch, however,
the mechanism varies with the peptide sequence in the ﬂanking region
[22]. Recently a three-dimensional stress ﬁeld around the gA dimer in
lipid bilayers that feature different degrees of negative hydrophobic
mismatch was computed using both all atom and coarse grain MD
simulations [23]. Stress ﬁeld distribution helps in highlighting the
tryptophan residues at the protein/membrane/water interface as
mechanical anchors. Inﬂuence of hydrophobic mismatch on the structure
and dynamics of gA has been reported by Im et al. [24] showing that the
channel structure varied little with changes in hydrophobic mismatch. In
earlier studies using solid-state NMR spectroscopy of 13C-labelled
analogues of gramicidin in oriented multilayers of phosphatidylcholine,
Cornell et al. showed that variation of the lipid hydrocarbon chain length
has no effect on the structure or orientation of the peptide backbone [25].
However their study did not include very thick lipid bilayer, so the actual
mechanism of the channel to non-channel conformational transition in
the presence of very thick membranes remains poorly understood. To
explore the structure and function of gA under extreme mismatch
situations, we present an all atom molecular dynamics simulation of the
channel conformer of gA in DAPC bilayer along with DLPC, DMPC and
POPC lipid bilayers.
Themain focus in this work is to study the alteration in the structure
and dynamics of gA and the lipids under different degrees of
hydrophobic mismatch. The hydrocarbon chain of lipid is varied from
twelve to twenty carbons in length to create different situations from
nearly matched to extreme negatively mismatched. The structural
conversion of gA in extremely mismatched situation as well as the
local structural adaptations in bilayer systems by which they alleviate
the imposed hydrophobic mismatch is shown here. We observed that
local bilayer thinning is the main response to hydrophobic mismatch
but it is not sufﬁcient to compensate the mismatch in the case of very
thick membranes. It was shown experimentally by Mobashery et al.
that the channel structure of gramicidin is disrupted in DEPC
(dierucoylphosphatidylcholine) lipid bilayer [26] which has 22 carbon
atoms in its acyl chain i.e. in a very thick lipid the channel activity is
lost, while the structure is preserved in thinner bilayers. It was also
shown earlier that gramicidin conformation shifts toward non-
channel conformations in extremely thick gel phase membranes, e.g.
in DAPC, although it is not excluded from the membrane [19]. We
have used DAPC lipid as one of our model systems because it has 20
carbon atoms in its acyl tail and even at this length we have observed
a channel to non-channel transition. The present results point toward
several adaptations like local bilayer hydrophobic thinning, changes in
area per lipid, area compressibility modulus, protein secondary
structure change etc, as well as the indication of channel distortion.
2. Computational methodology
2.1. System setup
The atomistic simulations were performed using NAMD_2.7 [27]
package with the standard CHARMM27 force ﬁeld [28] including
dihedral cross term corrections (CMAP) [29]. We use four different
lipids like 1, 2-Dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DLPC), 1, 2-
Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC), 1-palmitoyl-2-
oleoyl-phophatidylcholine (POPC) and 1, 2-Diarachidoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DAPC) as the component of four different bilayers.
Each model bilayers is consisted of 128 lipids and these bilayers are
built using a CHARMM-GUI membrane builder [30] except for DAPC
which is built using the software ‘Insight II’ (Accelrys Inc., USA) runningon a Silicon Graphics O2. TIP3P water model was used [31]. The
coordinate of the channel conformer of Gramicidin A was taken from
the Protein data bank (PDB entry: 1MAG) [32] and this is placed
vertically inside the membrane such as that at least the C-terminal
tryptophan residues of one monomer could be placed at the bilayer
interface as it is the preferred location of tryptophan residues [33]. We
deﬁne the two monomers as monomer 1 and monomer 2 where
monomer 2 is placed near the interface (Fig. S11 in the Supporting
Information). To insert a gA dimer in each lipid bilayer, two overlapping
lipids from each monolayer of the membrane were removed such that
no lipids penetrate the gA dimer. Then KCl was added to maintain the
physiological salt concentration of 150 mM. Prior to free MD
simulations, the systems were energy minimized to remove the
unwanted overlaps and to relax the system followed by a 130 ns
production run for each system in which the protein backbone was
ﬁxed for the ﬁrst 30ns which is considered as the equilibration period.
We also simulated a pure DAPC bilayer for 120ns as control simulation.
2.2. Simulation protocol
All MD simulations were carried out under the isobaric–isothermal
(NPT) ensemble with imposed 3D periodic boundary conditions. A
time step of 1 fs is used to integrate the equation of motion. The
temperature was maintained at 300 K for all simulations using the
Langevin dynamics, while the pressure was kept constant at 1 bar
using a Nośe-Hoover-Langevin piston [34]. This temperature is both
physiologically relevant and above the phase transition temperature
of DLPC, DMPC, and POPC [19,35]. For DAPC the phase transition
temperature is above 300 K. Hence DAPC lipid bilayer at 300 K will
remain in gel phase [19]. As we do not want any effect of temperature
on our simulation results, the temperature is kept ﬁxed at 300 K. So
we had done the simulation of DAPC system at gel phase. Moreover
we have experimental data of DAPC at gel phase thus we can compare
the simulation results with the experimental data. The smooth particle
mesh Ewald method was used to calculate long range electrostatic
calculations [36]. Short range interactions were cutoff at 10Ǻ. All bond
lengths involving hydrogen atoms were held ﬁxed using the RATTLE
[37] and SETTLE algorithms [38]. The trajectory analysis was performed
with CHARMM (Chemistry at HarvardMacromolecularMechanics) [39]
and the snapshots were generated by VMD [40]. It should be noted that
the initial 30ns equilibration when the gA backbone was ﬁxed was not
included in the data analysis.
3. Results and discussion
To study the effect of varying hydrophobic mismatch, we have used
different phosphatidylcholines (PC), having different saturated fatty
acid lengths from C12:0 to C20:0 including a monounsaturated PC.
Our major focus is on the responses of the peptide as well as on the
membrane under negative mismatch circumstances. The results of
lipid and peptide adaptations are divided into two sections.
3.1. Membrane responses
Themost prominent response bywhich the system can alleviate the
imposed hydrophobic mismatch is the alteration of membrane
thickness which occurs due to local lipid adjustment. We have deﬁned
the average hydrophobic thickness as the distance between the acyl
chain C2 carbon atoms of the two opposing bilayer leaﬂets [41]. The
snapshots in Fig. 1 show the changes in the systems before and after
the simulations. To estimate the alterations, lipids were classiﬁed into
two categories based on distance criterion: if any heavy atom of a lipid
lies within 5 Å from any backbone atom of the peptide it is deﬁned as
local lipid and the rest is bulk lipid [3]. The hydrophobic thickness of
two different categories of lipids was calculated separately and it is
discussed in the next section.
Fig. 1. The snapshots showing the gA in the bilayer after the minimization (left) and from the 100 ns time point (right). (a)→ (d) represent DLPC, DMPC, POPC & DAPC systems
respectively. The Phosphorus atoms of phosphate group of lipids are shown as mauve spheres. Gramicidin A is highlighted in bonds. The image rendering is done with VMD.
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shown in Fig. 2(a to d). In DLPC bilayer, the hydrophobic length of lipids
is lowest among the four systems. Here the mismatch is least. After
equilibration when all the constraints are removed from the system,
the local lipids started to increase its hydrophobic length for better
matching with that of the peptide and reached to a value almost nearly
equal to that of the bulk lipids i.e. a near perfect hydrophobic adaptation
between gA and the surrounding lipids was achieved in the DLPC/gA
system. In case of DAPC bilayer, where there is maximum mismatch,
and the lengths of the local and bulk lipids aremaximum, the local lipidsinitially adjusted themselves with the protein by lowering the
hydrophobic length by almost 9 Å from the bulk lipids and then
remained almost constant. As the lipid hydrophobic thickness is much
higher for DAPC compared to gA, the local lipids try to increase its length
to matchwith that of the protein and the extent of increment is highest
here. For POPC, the difference between the lengths of local and bulk
lipids remains almost constant, where the difference between the
local and bulk lipids is slightly increased in DMPC. The average local
lipid hydrophobic thickness of DMPC bilayer is 3.5 Å greater than that
of DLPC which is comparable with the previous ﬁnding that the local
Fig. 2. Hydrophobic widths for both bulk (black line) and local (grey line) lipids as a function of time in (a) DLPC, (b) DMPC, (c) POPC, and (d) DAPC. The calculation was done from the
100 ns simulation trajectory after the equilibration.
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membrane thickness is comparable with the experimental bilayer
thickness [43]. Although we used a lower protein/lipid ratio (1:124),
our results agree well with those studies which are done using a higher
peptide/lipid ratio [44,45]. The difference in the behaviour of the local
and bulk lipids in different systems is likely to originate due to the
local lipid adaptations to overcome the mismatch.
To verify the extent of alteration in the local lipid structure and
dynamics due to hydrophobic mismatch, we have calculated the area
per lipid, area compressibility modulus (Table 1), and lipid tail order
parameters (Fig. S1 of the Supporting Information) for the local and
bulk lipids separately. Local lipid disorder was observed in all the
systems with almost similar structural properties. In DLPC with theTable 1
Membrane properties.
System Area per lipid (Å2) Area-compressibility
modulus (dyn/cm)
Local Bulk Local Bulk
DLPC/gA 64.9± 2.5 61.09±0.95 183± 10 434±6.9
DMPC/gA 58.22±2.5 56.32±1.06 146± 8 320±6.2
POPC/gA 70.09±2.5 65.55±1.2 159± 9.5 289±6
DAPC/gA 53.04±1.8 49.60±0.4 267± 11 1955±16
Any heavy atom of a lipid that lies within 5 Å from any backbone atom of the peptide is
deﬁned as local lipid and the rest are bulk lipids.
Area compressibility modulus is deﬁned by the equation [79]:
KA ¼
κBTA0
N δΑ20
 
where A0 is the area per lipid, δA0 is the root mean square ﬂuctuation of the area per lipid
and N is the number of lipid per leaﬂet of the bilayer.most matching situation, the difference in order parameters between
the local and bulk lipids is least. For the other three systems the local
lipids adjusted their lengths by disordering their acyl tails so the order
parameter became smaller. Our results are in agreement with the
experimental works by Cornell et al. [44,46] where a disorder in lipid
bilayer in the presence of Gramicidin A was reported. The properties of
the bulk and local lipids of DLPC, DMPC and POPC bilayer match well
with previous ﬁndings [30]. We found that the area per bulk lipid values
are 61.06, 56.66 and 65.55 in Å2 for DLPC, DMPC and POPC respectively
which agree well with the previous studies [47–49]. Local lipid head
group area is higher in each case as in accordance with the previous
studies [24]. Local lipid thinning observed is also comparablewith earlier
data [3,19,24,50]. The area compressibility modulus obtained for the
systems indicates that the local lipids are more deformed than the bulk
in accordancewith the order parameter values [51]. A control simulation
of pure DAPC bilayer consisted of 128 lipids was done and area per lipid,
hydrophobic thickness and order parameter were calculated (Figs. S2,
S3, S4 of the Supporting Information). These values are in good
correlation with that of the bulk lipids in the gA/DAPC system.
3.2. Peptide adaptations
Gramicidin A is very sensitive to external environment and may
change its conformation depending upon the nature of the peripheral
medium [15]. Peptide adaptations in hydrophobic mismatch are dis-
cussed below:
3.2.1. Peptide tilting
Onemajor response to hydrophobic mismatch is peptide tilting. The
tilt angle is deﬁned as the angle formed by the peptide helical axis with
the membrane normal. In case of negative hydrophobic mismatch,
peptide tilting is not a very prominent response and it has been reported
Fig. 3. Time average tilt angle of the protein for all the four systems.
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systems, the peptide exhibits a small tilt angle ranging from 10° to 24°
(Fig. 3). This is well correlated with the experimental work of gA in
DMPC membrane [52]. As the length increases from DLPC to POPC (i.e.
the extent of negative mismatch increases), the tilt angle decreases
from 16.4° in DLPC to 10.22° in POPC bilayer with the exception in
DAPC bilayer i.e. to maximize the extent of hydrophobic matching tilt
angle decreases with the increase of lipid hydrophobic thickness [53].3.2.2. Peptide effective hydrophobic length
For a more focused assessment of peptide response to hydrophobic
mismatch, we plot peptide effective hydrophobic length as a function
of time (Fig. 4). In principle, besides tilting, the peptide undermismatch
could also change their effective length by a change in conformation i.e.
by distorting the backbone conﬁguration from the original one. In the
channel form, the four tryptophan residues at the C terminus occupy
the interfacial location of membrane which helps gA to retain its
channel activity. It was observed that with replacement of tryptophan
with other aromatic side chains such as phenylalanine or tyrosine, the
anti-parallel double helical non-channel conformation becomes the
most preferred conformation [54,55]. Thus, to determine the preferred
conformer, the interfacial localization of tryptophan and their
preferential side chain orientations in membranes is required [56].
Unlike positive mismatch, in the present simulations, all hydrophobicFig. 4. Time evolution of peptide effective hydrophobic length for the four systems. Blue
line for POPC, green for DMPC, dark yellow for DAPC and red line represents DLPC system.
The effective hydrophobic length of peptide is deﬁned as: Leff = (LTM)cosθ where θ the
dimer tilt angle and LTM is the peptide end to end distance with respect to time.residues are placed in a hydrophobic region, so the observed distortion
arises due to unfavourable positioning of tryptophan residues and there
is a high possibility of tryptophan snorkelling toward the interface to
gain the preferred location [57]. Due to tryptophan snorkelling toward
the interface, the peptide becomes stretched and thus, the effective
hydrophobic length of the peptide is greater in negative mismatch
than the original one. In DAPC, as the lipid hydrophobic thickness is
highest, the tryptophan 15 residue in monomer 1 which is located at
the membrane hydrophobic core, has to cover more distance to reach
the interface. So we expect the effective hydrophobic length should be
highest in DAPC. However, as depicted from Fig. 4, the length is highest
for POPC. To explain this, if we look at the membrane properties of the
local lipid plot of DAPC and POPC bilayers, we can obviously detect
that the trend of local lipids in the case of DAPC is more adjusting than
that of POPC (in DAPC, the hydrophobic thickness of the local lipids
decreases, but in POPC it remains almost constant). It indicates that in
POPC bilayer local lipid adaptation is smaller which may be due to the
presence of unsaturation in the acyl tail. To elucidate the effect of the
presence of unsaturation, we have calculated the number of contacts
of the protein with the two acyl chains of lipid (named as C2 and C3
where C2 is the unsaturated tail of POPC) within 4 Å individually in
Table S2. It is seen that in DLPC, DMPC and DAPC where both the tails
are fully saturated, they contributed equally, but in POPC the saturated
tails take part almost double in contribution than that of the
unsaturated tail. So it may be the reason that the protein in POPC
increases its length more to maximize the number of favourable
contacts instead of local lipid adjustment. For DLPC and DMPC systems,
the effective hydrophobic thickness are smaller than the other two
systems and the values are nearly equal to the value of effective
hydrophobic thickness of the functional Gramicidin A dimer (22 Å)
[20] which explains the preservation of channel conformation in DLPC
and DMPC systems.
The lipid adjustment plot (Fig. 5) authenticates the above
justiﬁcation about the highest length of the peptide in POPC bilayer.
We have deﬁned lipid adjustment (ΔL) as the difference between the
hydrophobic length of local and bulk lipids respectively. For negative
mismatch ΔL is negative. Here we observe that lipid adjustment is
smaller in POPC than in DMPC and DAPC. For DAPC it is mostly negative
and slightly increasing in value, it is also increasing in value in the case of
DMPC. It indicates that inDAPC,ΔL is highestwhich is comprehensible as
the length of the local lipids is reducing, increasing the difference
between the length of the bulk and local lipids. For DLPC, it is initially
negative but then reaches to almost zero as here the local lipid thicknessFig. 5. Local lipid adjustment (ΔLadaptation) as a function of time in gA/DLPC (black line),
gA/DMPC (red line), gA/POPC (green line), and gA/DAPC (blue line) systems:
ΔLadaptation = (Lcontact− Lbulk), where Lcontact and Lbulk are the hydrophobic thickness of
contact and bulk lipids respectively.
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lipids.3.2.3. Gramicidin A secondary structure
One alternativemechanism to overcome the hydrophobicmismatch
is for the protein to change its secondary structure or undergo some
conformational changes. The speciﬁc conformational drift was obtained
by computing the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of protein
backbone relative to its starting structure (Fig. 6a). In the DLPC/gA
system, it is lowest and after an initial increase it converges to a value
nearly equal to 2 Å which indicates its conformational stability in the
DLPC bilayer. For DMPC bilayer, it is also small (3Å) signifying stability
with little structural ﬂuctuation in the bilayer. In POPC, it is≈4Åwhich
is relatively higher than in DLPC and DMPC, but smaller than in DAPC. In
DAPC, gA conformation deviates signiﬁcantly from its initial structure as
reﬂected from a high RMSD value of 6.5 Å. This designates the
conformational stability of gA in DLPC, in DMPC and also in POPC and
instability in DAPC (also observed from Fig. 1). As we started with the
head to head dimer β6.3 helix which is proved to be the channel
conformation and this structure is stable in DLPC, DMPC and almost in
POPC, we can expect that gA retains its channel activity in DLPC,Fig. 6. (a) The RMSD from the initial point for the protein backbone as a function of the
simulation time. (b) The time average RMSD value of the individual residues of the
protein.DMPC and POPC bilayers [19,58]. The structure and conformation in
DMPC system remained almost the same as reported earlier [59,60].
The dimer stability is again conﬁrmed by the total number of hydrogen
bonds in gA (Fig. S5 of the Supporting Information). The probability plot
of the total number of hydrogen bonds demonstrates that the number is
reduced from 25 to 11 in DLPC to DAPC which signiﬁes that the channel
structure is lost in DAPC.
For a more detailed understanding, residue based RMSD analysis
(Fig. 6b) shows stable value for all the residues in the case of DLPC
and DMPC except for the terminal residues. In all four cases, the C
terminal tryptophan (Trp15) of the 2nd monomer which is located at
the interface shows a lesser value than Trp15 of other monomer
(which is located away from the interface). In POPC, the residues of
the 1st monomer (residues 1–15) show a larger RMSD value than that
of DAPC, but for the 2nd monomer it is just reversed where the RMSD
values of individual residues are higher in the case of DAPC bilayer
than that of in POPC. Also the N terminal residues of the 2nd monomer
(Val1, Gly2) show a large RMSD value in DAPC bilayerwhere for the rest
three systems these residues show low ﬂuctuation. As the protein in
POPC bilayer stretches its length to overcome the mismatch, the
residues of the protein have to ﬂuctuate from its original position. So
the large ﬂuctuation of residues 1 to 15 of the 1st monomer in POPC
than in the other systems and the reason behind the highest effective
hydrophobic thickness of the protein can be correlated. The 2nd
monomer in DAPC shows a larger deviation which is discussed next.
To characterize the peptide orientation and to explain better the root
mean square deviation of individual residues, the average z position (for
the ﬁnal 10ns of simulation trajectory) of the individual residues of gA
was plotted and compared with the initial orientation with respect to
the bilayer interface (Fig. 7). It has been reported that the interfacial
localization of the tryptophan residues is a compulsory feature of
gramicidin channel conformation and function in membranes [9]. So
we placed gA in a bilayer such as C terminal tryptophan residues of
one monomeric subunit (monomer 2) could be placed at the
hydrophobic/hydrophilic interface and it is visible from the plot that
initially Trp15 residue of the 2nd monomer is located near the bilayer
interface (2–3.5 Å under the phosphate plane). This places the other C
terminal end tryptophan15 residue almost near the other interface
(3.0Å under the phosphate plane) in the case of DLPC bilayer (Fig. 7b)
as its hydrophobic width is nearly matching with that of the gA. As
shown in Fig. 7d, Trp-15 in monomer 1 is just below the interface for
DMPC and POPC. But in DAPC bilayer with larger thickness, gA is
approximately 10 Å away from the interface (Fig. 7f, h). So in DAPC,
Trp-15 resides at the hydrophobic core and this unfavourable
positioning forces gA to modify its position. The plots for the ﬁnal
10 ns trajectory indicates that in DMPC and DAPC (and to some extent
in DLPC), the peptide allows itself to move to the other interface
(described as UP_P), but in POPC, the tryptophan15 residue ofmonomer
2 remains stable at the interface throughout the simulation, this is again
conﬁrmed by the total number of hydrogen bonds of this residue with
the lipid head group (phosphate and carbonyl oxygen) shown in
Table 2. But to compensate the imposed mismatch and to place the
other C terminal Trp15 residue at the interface region (UP_P), in POPC
bilayer, gA increases its length rather than moving like in DMPC or
DAPC resulting in large RMSD ofmonomer 1 (Fig. 6b) thereby achieving
the highest effective hydrophobic length (Fig. 4). In DAPC bilayer as the
protein itselfmoves to another interface to place its tryptophan residues
at the favourable position, the higher RMSD for the 2nd monomer can
be attributed to this.
Another important observation from the above plot (Fig. 7) is that
the N-N distance of the head to head dimer has been increased from
that of the initial structure which may indicate the alteration from a
channel to non-channel conformer. Initially it was ~1.3Å, but it changes
to ~4Å in DAPC, for DLPC and DMPC this value is almost constant just by
increasing ~1 Å. This increment is slightly higher in POPC than that of
DLPC and DMPC. An increase of 4 Å in DAPC seems not to be a very
Fig. 7. Z-coordinate of the average position of centre of mass of the individual residues (black), the average position of centre of mass of PO4 head group in the upper (green dotted line,
deﬁned byUP_P) and in the lower layer (red dotted line, deﬁned byDN_P) respectively obtained upon averaging over the last 10ns of the simulation trajectory(subpanels: a, c, e, and g for
DLPC, DMPC, POPC, and DAPC respectively) and the starting structure after minimization (subpanels: b, d, f, and h for DLPC, DMPC, POPC, and DAPC respectively).
Table 3
Hydrogen bond occupancy at the monomeric interface of the gA dimer.
DLPC DMPC POPC DAPC
H-bond occupancy (%) 99.18 64.3 10.75 0.0
The occupancy is the percentage of keeping hydrogen bond throughout the simulation
time.
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there may be some other conformational changes in the gA dimer in
DAPC. So we have plotted the interhelical angle (θ) between the two
monomers (Fig. 8) and found that for DAPC,most of the time this adopts
an angle ~90° i.e. onemonomer is remained almost perpendicular with
respect to another. Whereas for DMPC, POPC and DLPC, the
corresponding values are 140 ± 30°, 140 ± 25° and 160 ± 20°
Fig. 8. The interhelical angle (θ) between the twomonomers of Gramicidin A as a function
of time in DLPC (black), DMPC (red), POPC (green), and DAPC (blue). The angle is deﬁned
as the angle created by the two connecting axes of the two monomers where the axis is
formed by joining the centre of masses of the N and C terminal residues.
Fig. 9. The atom density distributions of oxygen atoms of water molecules for the four
protein/bilayer systems (averaged over the last 10 ns of the simulation trajectory).
Water penetration in the membrane centre in DLPC (black line) and in DMPC (red line)
is visualized from the inset of this ﬁgure.
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simulation for POPC and DMPC [52], but most of the time they show a
value very close to the initial structure i.e. almost parallel orientation.
Again the higher RMSD value of the N terminal residues of the 2nd
monomer in DAPC (Fig. 6b) can be ascribed from this analysis as here
themonomers are tiltedwith respect to each other, they had to undergo
through more structural deviations than in the other systems.
Gramicidin channel gating is known to occur by a well deﬁned
conformational change through the formation and dissociation of the
transmembrane dimer [61]. Breaking of hydrogen bonds at the
monomer interface and lateral movement of the monomers are
involved in conformational changes [62]. To prove the above ﬁnding
in our case we have calculated the percentage of H-bond occupancy at
the monomer interface of the dimer in the four systems (Table 3) and
ﬁnd that it decreases from DLPC to POPC and almost become zero in
the DAPC/gA system suggesting conformational change in the last
system. Moreover we ﬁnd that the effective hydrophobic thickness of
gA increases in the POPC and DAPC systems, and it has been shown
experimentally that when gramicidin analogues of reduced lengths
are used, the channel activity is enhanced in lipid membrane [63]. So
increment in hydrophobic length is also signiﬁcant for conversion to a
non-channel structure. In addition we have also observed lateral
movement of gA monomer in DAPC. Taking all the above ﬁndings
together, it can be concluded that in DAPC, the channel conformer of
Gramicidin A is more or less converted to the non-channel conformer
while in POPC, it retains its channel structure with little ﬂuctuations
and in DLPC and DMPC the channel structure is entirely intact.
3.3. Channel activity in membranes
From the previous analysis, we noticed that in DAPC the channel
conformation of the head to head β6.3 helix of Gramicidin A is not
retained. As the channel conformer of gA is known to permeate
monovalent cation along with water [64], we have calculated the
atom density distribution of water molecules along the Z axis (i.e. theTable 2
Average number of hydrogen bonds formed between tryptophan 15 of the 2nd monomer
residue and the corresponding interface throughout the simulation.
DLPC DMPC POPC DAPC
No. of H-bonds 0.375 0.098 0.556 0.170membrane normal) for the last 10 ns simulation trajectory for the four
systems. The extent of penetration can be visualized from the plot
(Fig. 9). If the channel activity is intact then the channel should allow
some water molecules in it. At the central region of the membrane
(from Z=−10 to Z=10), the water density is practically nil in DAPC,
but for DLPC and DMPC, the value varies from 4 to 5 (Inset of Fig. 9)
indicating the presence of water penetration through the channel. The
water occupancy in the ion channel in the two systems can be evaluated
from the number of penetrating water molecules in the channel pore
with time plot for DLPC and DMPC (Fig. 10a) and it reveals that on
average 10 and 15 water molecules reside in the ion channel pore.
This analysis provides extra support to our observation that whether
the channel structure is intact in DLPC and DMPC, it is nomore retained
in the DAPC system.
An interesting ﬁnding is that the Gramicidin A channel shares
important structural features with ion channels [9,65]. It is established
that gA forms transmembrane pores in lipid bilayers through which
monovalent ion passes. Sodium ion was passed through the channel
pore to observe which residues are responsible for ion binding [66,67].
The gramicidin channels and Kcsa K+ [68] are lined by the polar
carbonyl groups of the peptide backbone and ion selectivity arises due
to backbone interaction with ion [3,69]. Our previous analyses
suggested that the gA as well as the lipid bilayer are least perturbed in
DLPC and in agreement we ﬁnd that a K+ ion enters into the channel
and remained stable inside the channel throughout the simulation
(Fig. 10b) due to the favourable electrostatic interaction with the
hydrophilic pore formed by the carbonyl moiety (Fig. S6 in the
Supporting Information). Previously we ﬁnd water molecules inside
the channel in DLPC and DMPC systems; here we also observe a
monovalent cation inside the channel in the DLPC system that is
indicative of the strong preservation of the ion channel.3.4. Peptide–lipid interaction
We have also calculated the interaction energies of gA with
surrounding lipid molecules and partitioned the total interaction
energy into electrostatic and van der Waals (vdW) terms (Fig. S7 of
the Supporting Information) [70]. The plot shows that though the
interaction energy is originated from both van der Waals and
electrostatic interactions, vdW contribution is more. To illuminate the
source of the vdW interaction, the average number of acyl group
heavy atoms of lipids within 4 Å of gA heavy atoms was calculated
Fig. 10. (a) Number of penetratingwatermolecules inside theGramicidinA channel as a function of time (Black for DLPC and grey for DMPC). (b) Time proﬁle of z-coordinate of potassium
ion penetrating in the ion channel in DLPC/gA system.
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the number of contacts of gA with the lipid bilayer increases from DLPC
to DAPC as the number of CH2 groups in the acyl tail increases from
DLPC to DAPC.
3.5. Tryptophan–tryptophan interaction in Gramicidin A
An interaction between the Trp-9 and Trp-15 indole groups is
possible due to their close proximity in space in the β6.3 helix
conformation [9]. NMR study has shown that in sodium dodecyl
sulphate (SDS) micelle Trp-9 and Trp-15 do not interact through
space [71] while in DMPC bilayer they are stacked [72]. In previous
experimental studies tryptophan orientation in membrane was
determined and it was shown that the indole ring is oriented parallel
with the channel axis [73,74]. In addition, the presence of aromatic
interaction in membrane on a nanosecond timescale has been proved
[75]. To explore this, we have calculated the probability distribution of
angle between the indole rings of Trp-9 and Trp-15 in the two
monomers separately and the average distance between the two rings
in Figs. S9 and S10 respectively. We found from the distribution plot
that in monomer 2 where Trp-15 is positioned at the interface, the
peak locates at ≈0° i.e. Trp-9 is oriented almost parallel with Trp-15
only in the case of the DMPC system. Whereas in monomer 1, the
peak in the DLPC system is located nearly at 150° i.e. it remains more
or less parallel. The distance between Trp-9 and Trp-15 in monomer 2
is lower than that of the monomer 1 except for POPC. The distance is
below or equal to 5Å in DLPC and DMPC. So there is a little probability
of a presence of stacking interaction in DLPC and in DMPC and as we
found in our simulations on the stability of the channel conformer in
the DLPC and DMPC membranes, we can conclude that stacking
between Trp-9 and Trp-15 may be present in the case of channel
conformer but it may not be an essential condition for the channel
activity aswedid not ﬁndvery strong interaction. So it can be conﬁrmed
that stacking between Trp-9 and Trp-15 is not completely related to the
conformation of Gramicidin A, and it depends on other factors too such
as on the speciﬁc lipid environment [76], curvature of the host assembly
[77] etc.
4. Conclusions
We have performed a systematic study of Gramicidin A in four
different lipid bilayers which focuses on the conformational stability of
Gramicidin A in different mismatched conditions. Here the simulations
cover a range of mismatch situations, from nearly matching to
extremely negative; with major emphasis on negative mismatch — as
gA channel activity has been known to be lost in thicker lipid
membranes. It was observed that the compensation of mismatch wasachieved by local bilayer thinning which is reminiscent of many
previous studies. Tryptophan snorkelling toward the hydrophobic/
hydrophilic interface leads to increase in effective peptide length.
Especially in DAPC, local bilayer thinning is not sufﬁcient to overcome
the unstable mismatched situation; here the protein itself undergoes
some structural transitions to get rid of the incompatible circumstances.
Also in POPC, the protein adjusted itself to overcome themismatch. Two
mechanisms in two different environments (in the presence and
absence of unsaturation) were observed from our simulation, in the
case of DAPC bilayer, the peptide allows itself to move to the opposite
interface for positioning the tryptophan at the preferred location,
whereas for in POPC, one C terminal tryptophan being stable in the
interface stretches its length rather than moving to balance the
energetically stressed mismatch situation. And that's why the channel
activity is sharply reduced in the DAPC while under the near matching
condition (in DLPC and in DMPC systems), gA retains its channel
activity, by allowing water penetration inside the channel. Moreover
in DLPC, gA allows a K+ ion inside the channel. Unlike many previous
simulation studies where the head to head β6.3 helix conformer of gA
was found to be stable in bilayers and where we ﬁnd that hydrophobic
mismatch does not alter gA structure, our results collectively
demonstrate that channel activity of Gramicidin A is directly dependent
upon the membrane thickness. It is also established that the non-
channel double helix form is not the native form in lipid bilayers [78].
We are able to capture the structural transitions from a channel to
non channel conformation just by placing gA in an extremely adverse
environment. In spite of the fact that the channel conformer is
thermodynamically more stable, we can shed light to the fact that it
can convert to a state without channel activity under extreme negative
mismatch circumstance. Moreover, here we have used the DAPC lipid
bilayer in gel phase which motivates us to study the DAPC lipid bilayer
in ﬂuid phase which will be really interesting.
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